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WHERE IT ALL STARTED: Sydney Delije captain Stevan Sipka becoming the first every
player to get his hands on the ultimate prize: The Draza Mihailovic Cup.
On behalf of Obilic Basketball Club, I wish to welcome you to the 2008 rendition of the Draza
Mihailovic Cup or affectionately known as DMC.

It is with a great deal of pride that Obilic hosts this year’s event. The Draza Mihailovic Cup means a
lot to the Obilic basketball club because it honours our great World War 2 hero, General Draza
If you love good stories then
Mihailovic and his Loyalist resistance movement. The spirit of the tournament, from its inception to
you’ll certainly love reading about the present, clearly outlines the best that the Serbian community has to offer. The level of play over
the top DMC Grand Finals
the years has been outstanding, but the degree of sportsmanship and friendship has been even
ever!
greater. I’m sure that any “old” Chetniks that may come to watch the Draza Mihailovic Cup would
feel proud of the way in which this tournament is played.
WHO’S
WHO
7

5 GRAND MEMORIES

A full preview of this year’s
Division 1 Men’s sides. You’ll get
more than what you bargained
for.
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A four-page spread showing you
some of the finest Kodak
moments of the good ol’ days.

15

DMC LEGENDS
We unveil DMC’s Best-of-theBest and what they think of the
tournament that’s elevated them
to legendary status.

19 HOW TO GET TO THE STADIUM
A map (or Melways for you Melburnians/Refidex for you Brisbaners) showing how to get to
Alexandria Basketball Stadium.

20 SPONSORS

We thank all those who have
helped us out in preparation for
this year’s DMC.

21 FOR THE RECORD

The ultimate DMC Almanac.

To set things straight, we at Obilic strive to be the number one Serbian Basketball club in Australia
both on and off the court. We are neither ashamed nor embarrassed to proclaim our goals publicly
and we actually challenge all other clubs to try and out-do us. We want to be the benchmark for all
Serbian sports clubs in Australia. With this in mind, we have tried to organise a DMC that will hopefully live in your memory for a long time to come.
This year’s DMC will be played at Alexandria on the 24 and 26 December and it’s the first time we
have chosen a city venue. This will be challenging for us as organisers but we know we’ll be up to
the task. Obilic will follow traditional festivities by organising welcoming and farewell parties. We
have also organised a Harbour Cruise during the rest day of 25 December so we can all enjoy the
beautiful Sydney Harbour. We will also provide the players with DMC 2008 show bags filled with
gifts and goodies. Most importantly the show bag will contain a DMC 2008 Magazine (you’re
currently reading it) which will hopefully remain as a souvenir of wonderful experience during DMC
2008.
I would take this opportunity to give special thanks to all the Obilic faithful who have worked tirelessly in preparing for DMC 2008. I also wish to thank our sponsors for their continued support of
our club.
I wish you all the best of luck in your endeavours to win the Draza Mihailovic Cup. I’m sure that all
the matches will be played in the true spirit of sportsmanship.
Warmest Regards
Stevan Sipka
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G-Mac Report (Editorial)
We’ve all waited five long years and two days – don’t forget ’04 and ’08 are
leap years – for this moment, for DMC to return to Sydney, the world’s
number one city*. If Darrell Eastlake were to be commentating at this
year’s event, he’d say its “huge”. Dead right people; it’s not only huge, it
is, I stress the best sporting tournament throughout the entire Serbian
community in Australia. Why is it the best sporting tournament I ask? It
has everything from A to Z (alcohol to zany teenagers, whoopsy, I got
mixed up, you actually get to see that type stuff on the Gold Coast- ;).
Nah, jokes aside. It is the time of the year where our fellow Serbs and
friends hailing from different backgrounds unite from across this vast
continent to utilise the holidays wisely and play some five-on-five
basketball – Serbian style which not only consists of games tighter
than Victoria Beckham’s jeans but games consisting of ‘skills that
kills’. Oh, did I mention vitriolic language? For example, “Sudija, idi
u tri” … “Ma ko ti j … Ref, goin’ and get … you get the general
picture.
Now the question on everyone’s mind - including the Big Man upstairs - is who will take
out this year’s title? Will the Bananabenders make it two years in a row? I tell you what; winning two
years in a row is no easy feat. The boys from Brizzy will have it harder than fighting cane toads believe
you me. Then we have the devout ballers from the “City of Churches” – Adelaide. Ok, they’re not all
devout after seeing Sasa Adzaip’s pics on Fajzbuk. You can’t underestimate the southerners, they
have always been up there with the best.
Sydney Obilic are yet to win on ‘home soil’ and Stevan Sipka – who is yet to throw his beloved
Partizan towel in – wants to finish on a high (he’s done it about six times already, what more does he
want?). Despite being in every DMC since ’93, the White Eagles from south of the border last held the
trophy aloft back in ‘95. Will Gak and Arkan finally break the drought? Sokolovi from Dee Why are not
flying as high as before but who knows what the Jaglica bros. have up their sleeves.
Melbourne’s Otpisani are a side that’s not to be written off either, boasting several WE discards who
really know how to cause an upset. Then last but not the least, we have the White Eagles. Wait a sec!
Didn’t I just talk about them? My bad, these dudes hail from The Gong and these surfies proved at this
year’s Obilic Cup that they really know how to ball – despite being hungover from The Glasshouse. It’s
real hard to predict who’ll walk away with the trophy that almost gave Megan Gale a hernia but according to Sportsbet, the White Eagles are 3-1 favourites.
So to my readers, I do hope you not only enjoy reading this year’s 2008 DMC magazine but also the
event itself. I’m sure you’re familiar with the pronoun “all good things come to an end” yet the DMC
spirit proved to be strong enough in circumventing any obstacle that stands in its path. As the
years wavered on, not only has its popularity soared, but so has the number of team entries. It’s not
uncommon to see three to four teams hailing from the same city participate. Just goes to show the
undying passion – and to some extent love – this contest has yielded.
Like any other sporting competition, the tournament has its ups and downs but one must look at the
positive side. It’s more than just basketball; it’s about the friendship, camaraderie and looking forward
to having a beer or two (more like keg or two) with your rivals – best reserved for Presentation night if
you know what I mean. I’ll promise to keep my shirt on this time people.
Kind Regards,
Alex Glumac (aka G-Mac)
Media Officer – Obilic Basketball Club
*http://www.business.nsw.gov.au/newsroom/news_20070911_condenast2007.htm. Just proves that
I’m not biased after all.

A VERY BIG THANK YOU TO
Whilst working on the magazine,
there have been a few friends and
colleagues of mine who have
contributed significantly in helping
me with the gathering of pictures
and information. I cannot fully
express my gratitude as I am
forever grateful for their service. I
also appreciate them for taking
timeout to stroll down Memory
Lane.
1. Predrag Pjanic (We talked for
hours on end, but it was worth it).
2. Milan Vasiljevic (For editing some
of the pictures/images you’ll see
throughout the magazine).
3. Branka Piljevic (Sent me more
pictures than Reuters and for
providing me with articles from
the vault).
4. The Serbian Voice Sports Editor
Milan Ninovic (the man has
worked over time in getting me
the past games results)
5. Vanja Jokanovic (Dusted out the
‘93/’94 DMC albums).
6. Sasa Adzaip (A top bloke indeed,
I asked him the Qs and he gave
me the As. Easy peasy).
7. Jovica Uzelac (Provided me with
past MVP winners from the
women’s division).
I would also like to thank the help
and support I got from my fellow
Obilic mates and family for keeping
me sane and providing me with
the confidence I need :)

RESPECT THY REF!!!!
We ask all players and spectators
to please respect the officials
throughout the tournament.
Anyone found abusing/swearing
at the referee will be asked to
leave the venue.
The tournament referees are:
STEVEN SMITH - 1A
CHRIS FRASER - 1A
ANGUS FRASER - 1B
EVAN FRASER - 1B
GARY CARLSSON - 1B
DAMIR TERZIC - 1B
JAMIE - 1A
JACOB NALBANDIEN - 1A
PAULINE - 1B
GARY CARLSSON - 1B
DAMIR TERZIC - 1B
ALEX - 1C (JUNIOR REF)
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DMC - How it all began
referees, sponsors and even selecting the
venue – Carawatha College in Dandenong.
He even set up the Welcoming Party in the
last minute when the teams from Sydney and
Adelaide arrived to his doorstep on the eve
of the Cup! Pedge’s house pretty much was a
lodge for the South Australians, as they had
trouble in finding accomodation. Luckily, his
parents were away for the weekend.
True to its original concept, DMC is held
every December and is hosted in a different
capital city. So far, Melbourne, Sydney,
Adelaide, Brisbane and Canberra along with
regional Albury/Wodonga have all played
hosts. All clubs have agreed in being the host
in its respective city every three years. At one
stage, there were fears that DMC would be
no more. The most favoured event throughout the Serbian community had to take a
miss in ‘01 due to a lack of commitment from
other clubs.
Sydney Obilic, along with Melbourne WE
co-hosted the tournament in the nation’s
capital, Canberra, the following January
SYMA – in The Serbian Voice. The article deNineteen ninety-three marked the birth of
throughout the St. Sava Festival. Dubbed the
one of the country’s premier basketball tour- tailed the young dominant side boasting
“No Frills” tournament, CP were the only
naments: The Draza Mihailovic Cup (DMC). It Stevan Sipka, rising star Nikola Miric and
sponsors and most of the expenses were
was incepted in an era when Australian
former Partizan youth star Milan Vranjkovic.
allocated for court hire and referees. There
basketball was at its zenith, so the timing was Scratching his head, he thought, “what if we was also a reduction in the number of medals
had something like this in Melbourne?” He
just right. The basketball scene in the ‘90s
and trophies given out to players. CP went
did not waste a single second as he began to onto sponsor the Cup in ‘03 at Liverpool,
experienced an avid popularity and there
spread the word about his idea that would
wasn’t a kid out there – not to mention the
Sydney for the final time.
forever revolutionise Serbian basketball in
Generation Xers – who was glued to the TV
In ‘04, DMC was in a crisis as CP withdrew
this country.
watching Channel 10’s NBA game of the
its support from the tournament. Goran
week (who could forget the top-10 plays, ah
Pedge immediately gained the support
“Labud” Nikolic pulled a rabbit out of the hat
memories). In simple terms, basketball was
of The Serbian Voice, SYMA and other
and organised the tournament singlethe talk of town.
sponsors that would forge Australia’s second handedly in the dying minutes. Labud
The same can be said about DMC. Named Serbian basketball team. To get the ball roll- refocused his energy and efforts in keeping
in honour of World War II Serbian Hero and
ing, Pedge gathered a large crowd – mainly
the tournament alive and running.
Chetnik leader Dragoljub “Draza” Mihailovic Serbian refugees – at Dandenong Technical
Pjanic and Sipka joined forces again in ‘05
– who led Europe’s first uprising against the
College to see who was up for the challenge. to hold DMC in Albury/Wadonga. Sipi’s basAxis Powers in 1941 – the tournament has
Pedge initially wanted to play but was
ketball credentials came into play when he
gained widespread success since its inaugu- blasted away by the talent so he best dewas offered a price that he and Pedge couldration. Conceived by the now defunct
cided to become manager. Pjanic’s collabon’t refuse. Albury Basketball GM Paul GoodSerbian Youth Movement Australia (SYMA),
rator at that time was none other than Alek- ing not only gave Sipi good court rates but
the Cup has become the ultimate landmark
sandar Momcilovic who was influential in
brokered a great deal with Albury’s two bigin attracting some of the best Serbian talent DMC’s inception. Both have agreed that it
gest hotel chains: Lake Hume Resort and Best
this country has to offer.
would be a great concept for both Delije and Western Hotel. Gooding, a former coach reDespite all fans knowing about DMC, few Melbourne to compete against one another. members vividly when Sipi - then playing for
know about the key players who contributed
A SYMA member, Momcilovic supplied
the Parramatta Wildcats in the NSW State
behind the scenes. Enter Predrag “Pedge”
the new side with its own jerseys. As the exLeague - had a 11/11 shooting game in the
Pjanic. Credited as being “The Father of
citement grew, so did the number of teams. mid-’90s so he was glad to help out.
DMC”, Pjanic has proved to be the definitive With Momcilovic having nation-wide conPedge established contact with Nevenka
precursor in the formation of DMC and
tacts throughout the Serbian community, he Askovic from Wodonga’s Serbian commuMelbourne’s first basketball team. Originally got Adelaide into the mix. SYMA, along with nity, who generously organised the farewell
The Serbian Voice and Club Parada became
a soccer player, Pjanic decided to change
party and provided free dinner for all. It’s the
the tournament’s major sponsors. At that
sports and give basketball a go. His goals
best gesture DMC has received thus far.
time, The Serbian Royalist Movement paid
were simple: to keep fit and to have fun but
The following year, Adelaide hosted DMC
little did he know what was about to unfold. for the trophies to be designed and built and for the first time since ‘98 and it ran it excephence they came up with the name: Draza
In early ‘93, Pjanic became intrigued
tionally well. In ’07 the Cup made its maiden
when he read a newspaper article on Sydney Mihailovic Cup.
voyage to Brizzy and now it’s back in Sydney
Prior to the tournament’s commenceDelije – the only Serbian basketball side at
for the fifth time. As one would say “all is
ment, Pedge was instrumental in organising sweet and things are finally back on track”.
that time formed under the auspices of
SYMA’s first ever Melbourne basketball side with team manager Pedge Pjanic (standing left)
and main sponsor Djordje Marinkovic (in the middle) from The Serbian Voice.
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The History of KK Obilic
The Obilic basketball
club has come a long
way since its formation
in 1999.
Originally starting with nine players,
including current President Stevan Sipka, the
club has grown into one of the largest
Serbian Basketball Clubs in Australia. By 2001,
Obilic has accrued more than 30 members.
Now, the membership list is endless –
exceeding 100 easily. At present, six teams
compete in the Bankstown Basketball Association at Condell Park. If you thought that
was astounding, the club boasts numerous
up-and-coming talents who play at the representative level – not to mention the ABA.
Now for a bit of history. Prior to establishing itself as a club, Obilic’s core players were
playing for Sydney Delije, located in noneother than the Serbian capital of Sydney Bonnyrigg. After much deliberation, the boys
realised their basketball careers needed
change for the better. As it turned out, it was
the best decision the lads ever made. With a
handful of players, the boys wasted no time
in coming up with a name – OBILIC.
Former Obilic guard Oleg Kokotovic
proposed the exciting name in honour of the
famous medieval Serbian hero renowned for
killing Sultan Murad 1st in the Battle of Kosovo
in 1389.
With a new club name, the boys found a
new home: The Cabrammatta-Fairfield PCYC.
Zoran Petkovic – then senior constable of
Cabramatta police station – not only
secured a time slot for the ballers to train but
also supplied them with some old blue jerseys. This initiated the club colours as blue
and white – identical to The Obilic Soccer
club from Vracar, Belgrade (where till this day
Serbia’s best turbo-folk/pop singer Svetlana
“Ceca” Raznatovic remains as chairwoman).
The timing was right as the newly formed
club began playing at the Auburn Basketball
Stadium.
Success was already written on the wall
with the boys claiming titles in the Men’s Division 2 and 3 competitions. Twelve months
later, another trophy was added to the
cabinet - this time in Division 1.
Playing in their first DMC in ‘99, Obilic did
remarkably well reaching the semi-finals, losing to Sydney Sokolovi. The following year
the boys went one step further only to lose
once more to the Jaglica brothers and his
crew from the Northern Beaches.
The ‘02 DMC saw Obilic win its first ever
crown, defeating arch rivals Melbourne White
Eagles. The club has gone onto win the Cup
two more times: Melbourne ’04 and Adelaide
’06.
Along the way, the club felt the pain of
losing in a few nail-biting games, such as the

POSERS:The Obilic lads should stick to shooting hoops and avoid modelling shoots
at all times.
devasting loss in the semi-final against Adelaide and last year’s Grand Final loss against
Brisbane.
Away from DMC, the club has become
quite prominent throughout the Serbian
community not only for producing some of
the best junior players on the circuit, but for
its professionalism.
The club has its own hierarchy - there’s
the President, Vice President, Treasurer; you
name it. It’s one of the most organised clubs
in Australia.
Obilic regularly appears in both local and
national newspapers such as The Fairfield
Champion and The Serbian Voice respectively. From time-to-time, you can hear VP
Zoran Salipur on the airwaves for SBS radio.
In ‘05, Obilic played its first ever international game against Serbia’s powerhouse Red
Star in Belgrade. Although it resulted in loss, it
was a sign of how far the club has advanced.
The past two years has seen Obilic take on
the Phillipine All-Stars and more recently ABA
side Parramatta Wildcats. Obilic has even had
the pleasure of having NBL side Sydney Spirit
conduct a training session with the juniors
squad.
Speaking of juniors, a plethora of Obilic
“younglings” have thrust onto the representative scene. And it’s all thanks to the tireless
efforts of coaches Zoran and Milos Salipur,
along with Stevan Sipka.
The trio have played in some of Australia’s
premier basketball leagues and have instilled
a lot of valuable knowledge into the stars of
tomorrow.
Some of Obilic’s finest juniors include
Nemanja “Nemz” Kovacina, Dejan Marjanovic,
David Strbac, Milos Prlic - all of whom currently train with the Sydney Spirit. This is only
a fraction of the talent that’s embedded in
the club.
Obilic’s goal is not only about

transforming kids into phenomenal
basketballers, but transforming them into
respectful and reverential human beings.
OBILIC HONOUR ROLL REGULAR
SEASONS
SENIOR MEN’S DIVS
‘99
Liverpool Div 2 Finalists
‘99
Auburn Div 3 Champs
‘99/00 Auburn Div 2 Champs
‘01
B/Town Div 1b Champs
‘01
B/Town Div 1 Semi-Finalists
‘01
B/Town Div 2b Semi-Finalists
‘02
Auburn Div 2 Finalists
‘03
Auburn Div 2 Champs
‘04
B/Town Div 1 Semi-Finalists
‘05
B/Town Winter Div 1 Semi-Finalists
‘06
B/Town Winter Div 1 Finalists
‘07
B/Town Winter Div 1 Semi-Finalists
‘07/08 B/Town Summer Div 1 Semi-Finalists
Boys’ Under 22s
‘06
Winter Div 1 Champs
‘07/08 Summer Div 1 Champs
Boys’ Under 21s
‘06
Winter Champs
Boys’ Under 20s
‘05
B/Town Winter Runner Up
‘05/06 B/Town Summer Runner Up
‘06/07 B/Town Summer Runner Up
‘07
B/Town Winter Div 1 Champs
‘07
B/Town Winter Div 2 Runner Up
Boys’ Under 18s
‘00/01 B/Town Summer Div 1 Semi-Finalists
‘00
B/Town Winter Div 1 Champs
‘07
B/Town Winter Div 1 Champs
Boys’ Under 16s
‘07/08 B/Twon Div 2 Runner Up
Boys’ Under 14s
‘06/07 B/Town Summer Runner Up
‘07/08 B/Town Summer Runner Up
PS - If you thought the list was long, just log
onto www.obilic.com.au for more results.
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Grand Memories: DMC’s Top 5 Grand Finals
1993 SYDNEY DELIJE VS MELBOURNE
SYMA 39:33
It all began in Dandenong’s Carawatha
College on December 26, 1993 when the
big guns of Sydney Delije - led by imposing
forward Stevan Sipka along with younggun Nik Miric and former Partizan Youth
captain Milan Vranjkovic - took on SYMA
Melbourne (Sydney Youth Movement
Australia). Being a one-dayer, the Sydneysiders and Melburnians produced one of
the biggest Grand Finals in DMC History.
“The Father” of DMC, Predrag “Pedge”
Pjanic described the game as “one that will
always be embedded in our memories”.
With the stadium at full capacity, the 500plus crowd got behind their teams untill
the final whistle.
Captain Sipka didn’t seem too confident if his troops had the goods to win the
final after squeezing past Greek side
EEAMA in the semis by a whisker. Come
final time, SYMA were favourites to take
out the inaugural title after beating EEAMA
by an astonishing 30 points earlier in the
day.
The first half saw SYMA in top flight,
dominating the game until half-time
(11:18). Pjanic admitted that Melbourne
had it easy due to the ring being “slightly
dodgy” and not fully horizontal.
The second half saw a resurgent Sydney
Delije fight back and it was Sipi who commanded his boys to play 1-3-1 zone. Both
Pjanic and Sipi can attest to the fact that it
was a major turning point in the game.
With SYMA going into panic mode, captain Nebojsa Madic and scoring machine
Vlado Gak could just only stand back and
watch Vranjkovic unleash his barrage of
threes along with Miric and Sipi dominating in the paint. The rest is history.
1994 MELBOURNE WHITE EAGLES VS
SYDNEY DELIJE 80:61
With the Melburnians reeling last year’s
loss, the lads flew north into the first state
under a new name: The White Eagles. The
senior team was still intact only this time
round it had more ammo. The tournament
saw the emergence of wunderkid Stanisa
“Steve” Simic, who took out the ’94 MVP
award and led both sides in scoring with
30.
Captain Stevan Sipka yet again led Sydney Delije along with a younger side that
consisted of Miric, Sasa Alavanja and Vladimir Jokanovic. Sipi professed that his side
was simply “outplayed and outgunned”
and that winning seemed impossible. Delije were in all sorts of trouble when it came

LOOKING TO PASS: Delije’s Milan Vranks (no. 14) faces up to Melbourne’s “Offensive
Juggernaut” Stanisa “Steve” Simic at the ‘94 Grand Final in Auburn, Sydney.

to shutting down Melbourne’s offensive
firepower that not only consisted of Simic
but the likes of Gak, Madic and Mendebaba.
With Delije lacking a deep bench, some
of their supporters felt their side should
unite with newcomers Dee Why (who lost
to Melbourne in the semis) to take on the
Eagles in the final. Sipka was vehmently
opposed to this move and being a man of
integrity, he saw the proposed move as
being “unfair and unsportsmanlike and the
boys [Delije] should accept what’s in front
of them”.
Come Grand Final time, a superior Melbourne side that dominated in all aspects
of the game, easily outclassed the Sydneysiders. There wasn’t a player from the Delije
side who could do anything to stop Simic –
aka the “Offensive Juggernaut”.
With Delije in dire straits, their youngest
player, Jokanovic, 16, subbed in the last 15
minutes of the game and fought back scoring six straight points. Despite the hard
work, the under-experienced Sydneysiders
succumbed to an almighty Melbourne side.
Gak was ecstatic with the win, saying
the boys were much more prepared than
the previous year.
1996 SYDNEY SOKOLOVI VS
MELBOURNE WHITE EAGLES 74:66 (62
AT FULL-TIME)
Dubbed as “the greatest Grand Final in
DMC History”. It was a final where fans and
players expected the unexpected. With
Delije out of the picture, Sydney re-

emerged with a new and dynamic side:
Sokolovi - who went all the way to the
Grand Final undefeated.
Back-to-back champs Melbourne were
confident of winning on home soil but as
they soon found out, it was no walk in the
park.
Sydney had a top starting five, consisting of captain Sipka, brothers Zoran and
Milan Jaglica, Milan Vranjkovic and Dorry
Kordahi. Coached by Professor Miroslav
Filipovic, the lads were on serious ground
and prepared to cause an upset.
Melbourne’s main arsenal Steve Simic
was doing his usual thing: causing Sydney
chaos on the offensive end (according to
some players, Simic top scored with 40
points). The Melburnians had an edge over
Sokolovi the entire time (WE led at the
break) and the New South Welshmen got
into serious foul trouble in the second half.
Despite Zoran Jaglica and Milan Vranks
doing their best in the scoring department,
three of Sokolovi’s players were fouled out
– Aleks Djuric, Bojan Spiric and Dorry Kordahi. Coach Filipovic played his cards carefully and decided to give Sydney’s number
one junior player Zoran Salipur a run. Sipi
objected to Filipovic’s decision and argued
that the 16-year-old was “just too young
and small to be playing against the big
boys”.
As it turned out, Sipi was wrong as
Zoran – the fastest dude on court - did an
outstanding job on the unstoppable Simic,
denying him the passing lane and ability to
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penetrate to the basket. This inevitably
caused Simic to slow down to second gear.
The adrenalin rush kicked in the dying
seconds of the game as a number of amazing twists unfolded. With six seconds to go,
Simic is fouled and is awarded two free
throws. As he sank the first one, the Melburnian bench got a bit too excited and
thought title number three was only seconds away. As the bench leaped for joy
onto the court, the ref gave a tech foul.
As it turned out, Zoran Jaglica bit the
bullet and went to the charity stripe to
shoot two. Both successful. With three secs
to go, the ball is inbounded to Jaglica for a
chance to seal the game but is fouled in the
act of shooting by Vujic. To make things
worse, Zoks misses all three free throws!
Come O/T, Sokolovi were unstoppable.
Captain Sipka put on a Rodmanesque display, pulling down eight boards in five minutes of play. This denied the Eagles of getting second chances thus earning Sipi his
first MVP award.
1997 SYDNEY SOKOLOVI VS
MELBOURNE WHITE EAGLES 82:78 (70
AT HALF-TIME)
It was a case of Deja-Vu when two of
the best clubs locked horns yet again at the
Penrith Basketball Stadium in Sydney’s
greater west. Last year’s finalists started off
on a good roll, catapulting into the Grand
Final undefeated – not to mention beating
eventual champions Sokolovi on day one
of the tournament.
Sokolovi, under the leadership of
Stevan Sipka were producing the goods on
the court but off-court there was a different
story. In their qualifying match against
Adelaide - and with Sokolovi in the lead - a
rift among the senior players eventuated at
half-time.
Despite their internal woes, the following game saw Sokolovi breeze past the
Wollongong Vojvode in the semi-final.
Prior to the final, the seniors reconciled
to get on with the job and and show the
wild Sydney crowd that the Cup is here to
stay. With Sokolovi lacking point guard
Milan Vranjkovic – who at that time, packed
his bags for Europe to resume his professional career – Sokolovi had to rely on
sheer will and determination to topple the
confident Melbourne side.
The ebullient White Eagles side
consisted of the usual coterie – Gak, Simic,
Arkan, Labud and Simovski – and the lads
were pumped more than ever. With more
than 700 people in attendance and with
the decibell level exceeding 100 , the boys
displayed one hell of a game.
Gak and Sipka saw the game as nothing
but a follow-up from Melbourne ‘96. The

story was pretty much the same, only on a
.different chapter.
With Simovksi added to the scoring
prowess of Simic, the pair caused Sokolovi
a bit of havoc as they were virtually
unstoppable from the word go.
Sokolovi’s Sipka played a pivotal role,
banking shots from the mid-range
whereas centre Milan Jaglica (who topscored with 28 points) was a force to be
reckoned with, outrebounding and outscoring the likes of Arkan and Simovski.
Overtime saw the Melburnians selfdestruct towards the last few minutes as
Gak was charged with a technical foul for
abusing the referee. Yet again, Zoran
Jaglica was given the risky task of shooting
at the charity stripe, making one from two.
Not even Simic could save the day, as
he only managed to lower the deficit to
four.
2006 SYDNEY OBILIC VS BRISBANE
WHITE EAGLES 62:59
If there ever was a game that resembled
cat and mouse, it would have to be this
one, because it was packed full of twists
and turns.
Reigning champions Brisbane White
Eagles - seen as one of the toughest and
fastest sides in the competition - seemed
almost certain to “make a cleansweep” but
were denied by Murphy’s Law.
It was obvious from tip-off that both
sides would find it tough to out-do one
another. Obilic centre Vladimir Jankovic
got the scores rolling after making two
from two in the paint but it was his nemesis
Marko Sipka who proved to be just as effective in his own end.
Obilic’s biggest hurdle was overcoming
Brizzy’s backcourt that consisted of the
Boskovic brothers. The duo caused the
Cabra boys a migraine with their fast-paced

game and tenacious defence, causing
Obilic to make a number of turnovers.
At the break, Obilic were leading 26:29
but the lead wouldn’t last long. The early
stages saw Brisbane being the dominant
side.
Boskovic continued to add salt to the
Royals’ wounds with a series of fastbreaks.
With the boys low on morale, Royals coach
Zoran Salipur gave his side a time-out and
devised a plan that would inevitably seal
Brisbane’s fate.
With eight minutes left on the semaphore - not to mention the 12 point deficit
- the Royalist movement usurped the ‘05
champs.
Grand Final hero Djordje Djordjevic
along with Milos Prlic, Milos Salipur and
Svetomir Gavrilovic (who had a four-point
play), all shot a combined total of six threepointers in a row.
Jankovic - reminiscent of Sipka’s
rebounding display in Melbourne ‘96 grabbed a total of five offensive rebounds
to keep his side afloat.
Yet seconds seemed like eons as Brisbane strove to fight back. Like any other
Grand Final, both sides had eight fouls a
piece so a free-throw contest ensued.
Marko Sipka had 100% and before you
know it, Djole’s back on the saddle - nailing
two from two.
With 17 seconds to go, Brisbane small
forward Pavle Krkeljas dashes to the 45 and
knocks a three taking the scores to 61:59;
Obilic’s way.
Finally, the foul fest came to a halt as
Gavrilovic marched down the court to
shoot two - first attempt; misses. Second;
swish.
Marko Sipka desperately tried to defend
his side’s title by racing to the free throw
line but it was all too late.

BACK-TO-BACK CHAMPS: Melbourne’s White Eagles celebrating in style after
beating Sydney Delije in Adelaide, ‘95.
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Who’s who: A preview of this year’s DIV 1 sides
BRISBANE WHITE EAGLES
EST: 2000
RECORD: 2 titles - ‘05 & ‘07
The reigning champs from north
of the border have had a successful run since debuting and winning their first title in Albury, ‘05.
Winning two from three is pretty
damn good. The side is armed
with Marko Sipka followed by
speedsters Nemanja and Davor
Boskovic and shooting expert
Djuro Jovetic - who has a fine
touch from the perimeter. Watch
out for Ivan Ninkovic, 17, who’ll
play back-up-centre to Sipka.
PLAYER
Djuro Jovetic
Aco Ramljak
Djordje Sundac
Pavle Krkeljas
Marko Sipka
Javor Hristov
Davor Boskovic
Milos Popovic
Nemanja Boskovic
Vladimir Rapaic (c)
Ivan Ninkovic
Sasa Boskovic

POSITION
Guard/Forward
Centre
Guard
Forward
Forward/Centre
Guard
Guard
Centre
Guard
Guard
Forward/Centre
Guard

HEIGHT (cm)
194
196
180
194
195
180
182
194
184
187
199
170

No.
00/23
3
5
6
7/22
8
9/3
10
11
12
15
23

MELBOURNE WHITE EAGLES
EST: 1994, prev. known as SYMA
RECORD: 2 titles - ‘94 & ‘95
The club that’s has been here
since day one. The perennial
favourites made it to the finals a
record seven times yet fell short
on five occassions against rivals
Sydney. The side is led by
“master technician” Vlado Gak
along with his aerie of Eagles—
The fearsome ARKAN and veteran point guard Nebojsa Madic.
The “old timers” are yearning to
return to the glory days and they
know games only get harder and faster each year. As the old
saying goes, “Age shall not weary them” and their experience
will be a major factor in this year’s Cup.
PLAYER
Sasa Madic
Nebojsa Madic
Branko Karajcic
Slavenko Kajtaz
Ognjen Opsenica
Milorad Mendebaba
Vladimir Gak (c)
Milan Dukic
Branislav Krstic

POSITION
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Forward
Centre
Forward
Centre
Guard

HEIGHT (cm)
183
188
188
188
196
196
194
200
185

No.
4
5
7
8
10
12
14
15
24

WOLLONGONG WHITE EAGLES
EST: 1999
RECORD: Semi-finalists in ‘00
Formerly known as Vojvode, the
boys from The Illawarra have a
young and exciting team featuring slam-dunk machine Miso Bojanic and experienced captain
Veselin Radosevic, renowned for
his penetration ability in O.
Forward Nebojsa Laketa and centre Oliver Jekic will provide a
strong presence inside the paint.
Watch for Alex Radosevic,
regarded as the side’s best
shooter.
PLAYER
Branko Milisic
Djordje Lukajic
Miso Bojanic
Veselin Radosevic (c)
Oliver Jekic
Alex Manoljovic
Alex Radosevic
Bojan Vuksa
Nebojsa Laketa
Marko Ostojic
Vladimir Miovic

POSITION
Forward
Forward
Centre
Guard
Centre
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward
Guard

HEIGHT (cm)
196
195
200
186
201
191
196
193
198
195
185

No.
00
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
33
82

MELBOURNE OTPISANI
EST: 2005
RECORD: Never qualified for the
finals
Otpisani are in fine form after
winning four from seven grand
finals in Melbourne’s A Grade
competition since ‘05. Led by captain and former Novi Sad junior
Goran Cerovina, Otpisani are
among the experienced sides
with Tankov added to the pack
along with Bojan Peric and
ex-Novi Sad guard Nebojsa
Torbica, Otpisani will be hard to
beat.
PLAYER
Zoran Cerovina
Branko Martinovic
Svetozar Stojic
Goran Cerovina (c)
Dusan Stojic
Stevan Ostojic
Milos Kolundzija
Stanko Stapar
Bojan Peric
Vlado Tankov
Nebojsa Torbica

POSITION
Guard
Guard/Forward
Guard
Forward
Forward
Forward
Guard
Guard
Forward/Centre
Forward/Centre
Guard

HEIGHT (cm)
184
197
188
196
195
195
188
178
196
203
188

No.
4
5
6
10
12
21
22
23
24
42
43
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SYDNEY OBILIC ROYALS
EST: 1999
RECORD: 3 titles - ‘02, ‘04 & ‘06
The Royals have one wish: To
win on home soil. Led again by
Stevan Sipka, the rejuvenated
side is armoured with a wealth
of experience along with some
young and exciting prospects.
Featuring the return of Grand
Final hero Djordje Djordjevic
along with the latest addition of
intimidating forward Petar Cvjeticanin and 19-year-old Marko
Savic (former Novi Sad guard), the Royals will be a force to be
reckoned with. Expect-a-plenty from up-and-coming star
Nemanja Kovacina, Svetomir Gavrilovic - renowned for his
shooting aptitude - and ‘02 MVP winner Vladimir Jankovic,
known for his stoic approach to the basket and rebounding ability. Jokes aside, the Royals don’t want to leave empty handed.

ADELAIDE BEOGRAD
EST: 1991 (prev. known as
Beli Golubovi.
RECORD: 2 titles - ‘98 & ‘03
Every time you hear the word
Adelaide, two names pop up:
Adzaip and McKinnon (who’s
back after a two-year hiatus).
The lads from the City of
Churches are back with a
vengeance after losing in the
Grand Final of ‘05, semis of ‘06
and last year in the qualifying final in Carina. The “Beogradjani”
are an athletic side, excelling in all facets of the game. Although
lacking veterans Dejan Balaban and Damijan Jelic, the
Adelaidians are equipped with young guns Aljosa Severinski and
Ivan Dujic. Also not to be underestimated is swingman Savo
Vukmanovic, who is quite effective from within the mid-range
area.

PLAYER
Milos Prlic
Djordje Djordjevic
Marko Savic
Dejan Piljevic
Svetomir Gavrilovic
Nemanja Kovacina
Petar Cvjeticanin
Milan Vranjkovic
Stevan Sipka (c)
Vladimir Jankovic
Milos Salipur

PLAYER
Bojan Maslo
Ivan Dujic
Savo Vukmanovic
Slobodan Zezelj
Vlado Kisin
Djordje Dimitrijevic
Sasa Adzaip (c)
Cameron McKinnon
Aljosa Severinski

POSITION
Guard/Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard/Forward
Forward
Forward/Centre
Forward/Centre
Guard
Forward
Forward/Centre
Guard

HEIGHT (cm)
190
190
180
191
198
201
201
195
194
203
180

No.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15

POSITION
Guard
Guard
Guard/Forward
Guard
Forwad
Centre
Forward/Centre
Guard/Forward
Forward

HEIGHT (cm)
187
185
190
187
194
201
200
192
200

No.
3
5
7
8
11
13
14
23
32

SYDNEY OBILIC KNIGHTS
EST: 1999
RECORD: Finished fourth, ‘07
The Royals’ counterparts might
lack in size in the forwards’ and
centres’ department but it’s
their offensive prowess that
must be taken into consideration. Boasting several accurate
and competent shooters such
as captain Vladimir Jokanovic,
guards Sinisa Skoric and Alen
Ognjenovic, the Knights are determined to make the finals for
the first time. Versatile forward Ivan Popovic, along with workhorse Dejan Bogic will have it tough battling against some of the
taller sides; but rest assured, they’re prepared for the task. The
Knights will unleash their youngest star David Strbac, 17, who
will undoubtedly form a vital part of the Knights’ offensive
equation.

SYDNEY
SOKOLOVI
EST: 1996
RECORD: 5 titles ‘96, ‘97, ‘99, ‘00, & ‘01
The most laid back
team in DMC history
with a record 5 titles,
not to mention the
“Three-Peat” between
‘99 & ‘01. Led by twin
towers Zoran and Milan Jaglica, the duo rarely lose finals and are
one of the best inside players in the game. While the opposition
are kicking and screaming during time-outs, the boys from Dee
Why rarely talk about game tactics and strategies ,
preferring to sit back and open up a can of ice cold Coke. In
recent years, the lads have lost a bit of their form but don’t let
that fool you. Expect the element of surprise, even if they don’t
look serious, deep down they are.

PLAYER
Nenad Vlaisavljevic
Milovan Miric
Aleks Kuzmanovic
Miljan Miric
Dejan Bogic
Ivan Popovic
Alen Ognjenovic
David Strbac
Sinisa Skoric
Vladimir Jokanovic (c)

PLAYER
POSITION
HEIGHT
No.
Stevan Bubalo
Guard/Forward
190
4
Ilija Backo
Forward
193
7
Zoran Jaglica
Centre
201
9
Milan Jaglica (c)
Forward/Centre 201
10
Milan Bubalo
Guard/Forward
190
12
Igor Backo
Forward
190
14
NB: The Jaglica bros. are taller than 6-7, it’s just they love to play
themselves down.

POSITION
Guard/Forward
Guard
Guard/Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward/Centre
Guard/Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard/Forward

HEIGHT (cm)
190
186
186
187
190
190
196
190
188
183

No.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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DMC FAMILY ALBUM: LET THE GOOD OL’ TIMES ROLL

The official launch of SYMA (Serbian Youth Movement Australia) in March, 1993.
LEFT: The
‘97 Melbourne
side that went
onto lose in a
thriller of
a game against
Sydney
Sokolovi in O/T.
RIGHT: The
‘94 Delije side
with former
Australian
Junior
representative
Nik Miric
(no.13)
who played
for the NBL’s
Cairns Taipans
and Victoria
Titans.

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS: Sydney Delije
winning the first ever Draza Mihailovic Cup in
Melbourne ‘93.

TWO IN A ROW: Melbourne’s White Eagles winning their second DMC title in Adelaide ‘95,
beating Sydney Delije 66-54.

LEFT: Srpska
Narodna Odbrana’s
“Three-Peat”. The
Sydney gals beat
homeside Adelaide
Magic. This is the
only women’s side in
DMC history to win
three titles in a row all coached by Sasa
Alavanja.
RIGHT: The
Home-Champs,
Brisbane White
Eagles, winning
their second DMC
title since entering
the tournament
back in Albury ‘05.

(LEFT) A FLOCK
OF PIGEONS: The
Adelaide Beli
Golubovi (only to be
known as Beograd in
later years) winning
on their home turf at
DMC ‘98. The
Pigeons beat
Melbourne (who
have made the finals
for the sixth
consecutive year).
(RIGHT) DMC ‘97:
SNO and Sydney
Sokolovi retain their
championship status
after beating
Melbourne for the
second year running.

DMC ‘07 - As you can see, the Cup is more than just a game.
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HEY BOYS
MAKE WAY
FOR
ME: Obilic’s
Nemz
Kovacina
befriends the
‘07 DMC
Champs and
has a beer or
two, three etc.
The six pack
says it all. If,
there was only
one six-pack
hehe.

VLAD THE IMPRESSOR: Not only is Vlad a magnet for the
ball, but a magnet for hot chicks!

(ABOVE) DMC ’96: The SNO and WE girls proving to be good role models
preferring Lift and Coke unlike the group in the top left hand corner.
(RIGHT) REFEREE HOW ARE YOU? Our favourite half-time (actually, all the time)
entertainer, none other than Goran Gajic Petrovic-Mandic.
OBI-TWICE: Twice the fun and twice the action. The Royals (white) and The Knights smile for the camera after their
first round clash at Albury/Wadonga ‘05.

And the Serbs have their own
Jordan - Stevan Sipka.
Circa ‘94.

DMC ‘06 PRESENTATION NIGHT - The Obilic Royals going off
and Vlado should watch out for the ceiling next time round.

COPPING IT SWEET: Melbourne’s Branko Martinovic gets a kiss from
Obilic’s Vanja Jokanovic and a “Sugar Ray” punch to the ribs by Sipi at
DMC ‘02 presentation night.

GIRL POWER: The Obilic Women’s side wins its first title in four years at
DMC’ 05.

DMC ‘05: Interstate rivalry reaches a new level with Brisbane
defeating Adelaide. It’s one of the rare finals you see lacking a
Sydney/Melbourne side (or both).
DMC ‘94: The
Sydney Delije
girls winning
their maiden
title on home
soil.

All SMILES AT DMC ‘00: Champions
Sokolovi, along with finalists
Sydney Obilic and semi-finalists
Melbourne White Eagles

DUKES OF HAZZARD: Wollongong’s Vojvode
at DMC ‘97

DMC ‘96: Sydney’s new side Sokolovi
winning their first of five titles.
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(ABOVE) SYDNEY SUCCEEDS NOT ONCE, BUT TWICE: First timers Sydney Sokolovi and Srpska Narodna Odbrana (SNO) emerge victorious after
defeating Melbourne in their respective Grand Finals at DMC ‘96.
(BELOW) COAST-TO-COAST: Just goes to show that DMC is not only getting better, but bigger, especially with the inclusion of new side Perth
White Eagles (you guessed it, the fourth species of Eagles to play at the Cup).

IT’S HANG TIME: Wollongong’s
dunking machine Miso Bojanic shows
us just how high Eagles can get.

ON ENEMY TERRITORY: The boys from south of the border claiming their first DMC title in
Sydney, ‘94. The side featured DMC Legend Stanisa “Steve” Simic and Tony Simovski.

(RIGHT) BY GEORGE HE’S GOOD: The Obilic Royals’ ‘06 Grand Final hero Djordje Djordjevic
shoots from down town in an exhibition match against the local Australian-Lithuanian side at
Auburn, Sydney.
(BELOW) FROM ONE SHIP TO ANOTHER: Sydney Obilic President and Captain Stevan Sipka
hands over the DMC trophy to Brisbane’s Marko Sipka at DMC ‘07.
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DMC LEGENDS
The NBA has the Hall of Fame, FIFA has the “125 Greatest Footballers of the 21st Century”, the NRL has the Immortals. In a nutshell, every
contest in the world has its own “Best of the Best” and DMC has spawned a number of Legends that has kept us in awe and wanting for
more. In the past month, I’ve managed to catch up with most of our DMC Legends and I got a pretty good summation of what the Cup is
all about.
STEVAN SIPKA
NICKNAME: Sipi
DOB: 4/07/1970
HEIGHT: 194 cm (6-4)
TEAMS: Delije, Sokolovi and Obilic
POSITION: Power Forward/Centre
No. of DMCs played? Fourteen so far. I
missed out playing in Adelaide, '98 due to
back injury two weeks before DMC.
No. of DMC titles won? Six to date. One
with Delije, two with Sokolovi and three with
my current club Obilic.
What does DMC mean to you?
Pride in being Serbian and playing basketball at a really high and intense level. It’s also about being among
the best Serbian congregation throughout Australia.
Most memorable DMC moment on court? DMC final in ‘96 in
Melbourne. What a game and so many twists of fate. DMC final in
Adelaide ‘06 was also an incredible moment.
Most memorable DMC moment off court? Crowd surfing at the
Serbian nightclub in Dandenong or the Pool celebrations in
Adelaide.
Favourite team mates? Milan Vranjkovic and Zoran Salipur or any
other guard who passes me the ball.
Best opposing players?
Sasha Azaip [what a player!], Steve Simic [speed to burn] and Vlado
Gak, the Master Technician.
Best team you played in? Sokolovi in ‘96 had a great starting five
but I really think that Obilic ‘08 is the best team I've been a part of.
Best opposing teams? Melbourne White Eagles in ‘94. That was a
well-oiled machine and Brisbane White Eagles in recent years. It’s
one high energy team.
Favourite team to watch? Melbourne White Eagles in ‘06 & ‘07.
Slavisa really gets these boys to play a style of unselfish team
basketball that is just a pleasure to watch.
Future of DMC? I think that DMC has a bright future especially with
recent inclusions of Brisbane and Perth. These two sides have added
a lot of spark to DMC. There is a school of thought to have a seperate
Junior DMC because the pool of juniors teams is in Sydney and
Melbourne. Which ever way we go, the juniors will be accommodated with an excellent annual tournament.
CAMERON McKINNON
NICKNAME: Cam and
McKinnon-ljevic
HEIGHT: 192 cm (6-3)
DOB: 3/08/1976
TEAM: Adelaide Beograd
POSITION: Shooting Guard/Small
Forward
Number of DMCs played? Six - 96,
’98, ’99, ’01, ’03, & ‘05
No. of DMC titles won? Sadly just one in Sydney ’03.
What does DMC mean to you? The main focus is obviously the basketball but being the "Aussie Import" it’s always been a great cultural
learning experience into Serbian people’s traditions and history. The
most rewarding though is the time away with your mates, the fun of
the road trip, the big nights and spending good quality time wIth

the guys that you don't get many chances to do through the year.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Easily the '03 Grand
Final win. We really dominated that year and won the Grand Final by
23 (75-52). Personally I had 29 at the half and 42 for the game. I still
have a copy of the score sheet somewhere at home (laughs). I guess
you could say I was pretty happy with that game!
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Too many to mention, some I shouldn't! In '03 I went out to dinner with a girl from
Sydney the night before the finals. We got so lost coming home it
took us over three hours. It wasn't until about 5am that we walked
past the Whitlam Centre where we were playing that I finally realised
where we were. It still took over an hour to get to the hotel and
when I got back some of the boys were already up. That was an
adventure, I think we covered half of Sydney that night! I'm still not
sure how we played so well in the semis and Grand Final that day!
Favourite team mates? Bojan Maslo and Sasa Milosavljevic have
been close friends for 10 years. I've also had great friendships with
Predrag Vuljic and Sasa Adzaip over a long time. I really get along
with everyone in the same way. I've known most of the guys for over
10 years now and I feel we’re all close even if we don't spend a lot of
time together. Every year we play it’s like nothing has changed and
we haven't missed a beat. I think that’s a sign of great relationships.
Best opposing players? Going back to the ‘90s the best personal
match up I had was with Steve Simic of the Melbourne team. I think
he was on South East Melbourne Magic's squad at the time and a
real athlete. We seemed to always just get over the top of them but
that match up was a good test for me.
Best team you played in? The Albury team had the most talent and
depth but we were hammered by injuries that year. I did an ankle in
the rounds and couldn't walk that night, Sasa tore ligaments in his
hand, two guys couldn't play and the whole starting five was injured. We still almost won it though!
Best opposing teams? The Sydney and Melbourne teams of the
late 90s/00s were always great contests. Sydney had two sets of
twins! Do you think they knew how to play with each other! I'm sure
they could hear each other think (laughs).
Favourite Team to Watch? I would have to say us. If you ask the
boys I don't like to come off for long enough to watch. I don't really
watch other teams, players look better from the sidelines and I judge
a player by how well he can compete with me or us as a team. I've
always been that way. Just more focused on what we as a team
[including myself] need to do (laughs).
Future of DMC? Promote the tournament to everyone. The Serbian
talent is pretty good, as is the standard of the event so that creates a
credible base to attract other quality teams, especially from State
League Comps that are just in Pre-Season. Logistically the timing of
the event being right on Australia's traditional Christmas makes that
difficult, actually I'm always in the "You Know What" with my family
(laughs) but even if it was only a couple of days later like on the 28,
29 and 30th then people could combine it with a New Year's Holiday
and make a real trip out of it. It would bring more teams, more
crowds [more profits], greater depth of talent and tournament
standard [challenging teams and players to improve but more
importantly giving the kids a higher standard to aim for] and most
importantly by doing that you raise the profile, prestige and respect
of the event and the revered man the tournament is named after.
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BRANKA PILJEVIC (nee Karajcic)
NICKNAME: Branks
DOB: 19/03/1978
HEIGHT: 171cm (5-6)
TEAMS: Delije, SNO and Melbourne WE.
POSITION: Shooting Guard/Small Forward
No. of DMCs played? Eight.
No. of DMC titles? Four (One with Delije and
four with Srpska Narodna Odbrana – SNO)
What does DMC mean to you? I can sum it
up in the following: friendship, travelling,
great times, happy memories, love oh, almost
forgot and some good basketball matches!
Most memorable DMC moment on the
court? Hitting those free throws in the final seconds to win the ‘94
and ‘96 Grand Finals.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Meeting my Deki of
course.
Favourite team mates? Mira Tepsa, my partner in crime.
Best opposing players? Melbourne’s Vera Ignjatovic, Marina Milic.
Best team you played in? SNO Sydney.
Best opposing teams? Melbourne White Eagles
Favourite Team to Watch? Sydney Sokolovi
Future of DMC? I hope it can continue for a long, long time.
MARINA BAJIC (nee Milic)
NICKNAME: Maz
DOB: 27/01/1981
HEIGHT: 175 cm (5-7)
TEAM: Melbourne White Eagles
POSITION: Power Forward/Centre
No. of DMCs played? The first 13 up until
Albury. I got pregnant twice since and have
not made a comeback, but I will be there
next year fingers crossed, so competitors
watch out (laughs).
No. of DMC titles won? Two - not a great
start after playing 13 tournaments.
What does DMC mean to you? Friendship
and unity with Serbian basketball lovers and lets not forget, plenty of
cevapi (laughs).
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Albury, it was my last
tournament and a memorable last game, also very feisty and full of
emotion!
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Back about 10 years
or so, going to Sydney on a rented local bus - not designed to be
travelled in longer then an hour by the look of it - then getting lost
amongst the bushfires in Sydney that had been put out a week ago. I
laugh about it now, at the time, not so funny!
Favourite team mates? The Melbourne White Eagles Women’s Team
– They are all longtime friends of mine. We have celebrated new
years, birthdays, weddings and births together, we are like a small
family. Always there for one another.
Best opposing players? Mitch from Melbourne, tall, fit and unstoppable!
Best team you played in? I have always played for the Melbourne
White Eagles, and also took up playing with Dandenong Rangers for
three years.
Best opposing teams? The Sydney women’s team with Branka and
Milena was always a team to watch out for when we were younger,
they were our arch rivals.
Favourite team to watch? Any final, it’s always full of excitement!
Future of DMC? Continuing for years to come. I would love to see my
kids playing in the DMC tournament in five to 10 years time. I grew
up counting down each year until the tournament arrived, I hope my
kids get to do the same.
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DEJAN PILJEVIC
NICKNAME: Deki, Dejo and Glumac
DOB: 23/06/1974
HEIGHT: 191 cm (6-3)
TEAMS: Vojvode, Sokolovi and Obilic
POSITION: Shooting Guard/Small Forward
No. of DMCs played? 12, I haven’t missed
one since my arrival to Australia.
No. of DMC titles won? Two only, one with
Sokolovi and one with Obilic.
What does DMC mean to you? Lots of fond
memories; long lasting friendships; keeps my
fitness levels up; get to see my abs once a
year; high quality European style basketball
and plantar fasciatis.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Arkan fracturing my
hand in the first five minutes of my very first tournament - he is still
denying it.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Proposing to Branka
Karajcic. What an experience.
Favourite team mates? Sipi, Zoki Salipur and Milan Vranjkovic for
being sharp shooters and giving me the extra confidence whilst on
the court (Obilic) and Sokolovi’s Zoran and Milan Jaglica for their
nonchalant approach to any game.
Best opposing players? Melbourne’s Vlado Gak and Mr Mendebaba
and Milan Vranjkovic and Sipi, when I played for Wollongong.
Best team you played in? It has to be Obilic. It is a neverovatan team
after all.
Best opposing teams? Adelaide, with McKinnon, and Melbourne
with Branko Karajcic, who just happens to be my brother-in-law.
Favourite team to watch? Melbourne White Eagles. I love the tremendous amount of respect Arkan and Tankov have for each other.
Future of DMC? Plenty of young talent around however more young
people need to be involved in organisational aspects. For all you
scouts out there watch out for Alexei Piljevic!
ZORAN JAGLICA
NICKNAME: Zox
DOB: 25/09/1973
HEIGHT: 201 cm (6-7)
TEAMS: Delije and Sokolovi
POSITION: Centre
No. of DMCs played? I played in13.
No. of DMC titles won? Five, not to mention
our “Three-peat” – 99/00/02 (Canberra)
What does DMC mean to you? Playing and
socialising with the players and people from
different states that you wouldn’t see or
meet otherwise.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court?
The ‘96 Grand Final against Melbourne White Eagles, where I missed
three free throws in the dying second and heading into overtime,
eventually beating them and the ‘02 final in Canberra against Adelaide.
Most memorable moment off the court? Watching Arkan argue
with everyone.
Favourite team mates? The ones that pass me the ball.
Best opposing players? It has to be Stevan Sipka, Vlado Gak and
Milan Vranjkovic
Best team you played in? Sokolovi
Best opposing teams? Melbourne White Eagles, Obilic & Brisbane
Favourite team to watch? Brisbane White Eagles and Sydney Obilic
at the moment.
Futrure of DMC? Get the younger kids involved so they can carry on
the tournament in future years to come.
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VEDRANA MRDIC
NICKNAME: Shorty
DOB: 8/10/1988
HEIGHT: 178 cm (5-8)
POSITION: Point/Shooting Guard
TEAM: Melbourne White Eagles
No. of DMCs played? 10
No. of DMC titles won? Eight (approx)
including juniors and open womens.
What does DMC mean to you? The
gathering of many talented Serbian
youths, who have the passion for the
game. As well as gaining friendships, that
will last a life time.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? My first time on
court at the ‘96 DMC when our coach Mira Dimitrijevic put me on
court for the last two minutes of the game againist Delije open
womens team. The excitement I experienced as an 8-year-old, with
my jersey below my knees and the crowd going wild, something I’ll
never forget. I ended up scoring my first two points at the last minute of the gain! Naravno, pustile me da dam.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? I would have to say,
being thrown in the freezing water in Adelaide by Vlado Jankovic
and Sasa Kovacina, while they were celebrating their DMC win. The
freezing water is very had to forget (laughs).
Favourite team mates? As much as I enjoyed playing with the
whole team, I would have to say Anika Pantic, as we played together
from the first day. We know each other’s strengths and weaknesses
on the court.
Best opposing players? Tijana Punosevac, Marina Milic and Sandra
Karajcic.
Best team you played in? White Eagles
Best opposing teams? Obilic
Favourite team to watch? Obilic Men’s Div 1
Future of DMC? I hope the women’s division comes back to life in
the future years!

MILAN JAGLICA
NICKNAME: AC, Miki
DOB: 9/09/1972
HEIGHT: 201 cm (6-7)
POSITION: Power Forward/Centre
TEAMS: Delije and Sokolovi
No. of DMCs played? 13
No. of DMC titles won? 5 titles
What does DMC mean to you? Playing
Serbian basketball and catching up with my
rivals from all states. Then again, I would
have to say proving that we’re the better
side.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Most enjoyable to
watch is the self destruction of the very talented team from
Melbourne ‘96, year after year, and this is the team that handed us
the first championship after leading with 1.3 seconds left on the
clock.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Enjoying everyone’s
company and friendship.
Favourite team mates? My brother and myself.
Best opposing players? Stevan Sipka and Vlado Gak
Best team you played in? Sydney Sokolovi
Best opposing teams? Melbourne White Eagles. We’ve been succesful over the early years by bamboozling the opposition with our non
organised and laid back attitude, which gave one of the opposing
coaches the biggest headache of his life (he knows who he is).
Favourite team to watch? Мelbourne White Eagles and Obilic
Future of DMC? As the team is getting older we are hoping to win
another tournament in the next three years.

ALEKSANDRA ALAVANJA (nee Vrankovic)
NICKNAME: Sandra, Sandj
DOB: 2/03/1980
HEIGHT: 175 cm (5-7)
POSITION: Guard/Forward
TEAMS: Melbourne White Eagles and SNO.
DJURDJA PAVASOVIC
No. of DMCs played? Four, I think? I started
NICKNAME: Koch
when I was 14 and I played my last one before
DOB: 2/05/1975
I turned 18.
HEIGHT: 172 cm (5-6)
No. of DMCs titles won? Only one in ‘98.
POSTION: Forward/Centre
What does DMC mean to you? When I was
TEAM: Melbourne White Eagles
younger – it meant everything! An
No. of DMCs played? All but Brisbane ‘07
opportunity to travel interstate, meet and catch up with friends, play
No. of DMCs titles won? Not sure, need to
basketball and have a fun doing it. Now, I look back with fond
look it up on the trophy (laughs).
memories.
No. of DMC titles won? Far too many to
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? I don’t have any. I
remember.
always played my worst basketball when I played at the DMC tourWhat does DMC mean to you? Friendship,
nament. If I had to really pick one it would be my first ever
joy, enjoying good basketball games and
tournament where I scored three three-point shots in row against
discovering young talents.
the EEAMA side. At 14 I didn’t care who was watching me play, it was
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Many moments are all about the game. As you grow up your priorities change.
engraved in my heart, I can't really pick one of the favourite ones.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Meeting Sasa! For
Probably being approached by a raged player while refereeing, hon- me it was by far the greatest moment off the court. For those of you
esty, nothing personal (laughs).
who don’t know us – we’re married now and expecting our first
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Mixing it up with
child… AWWWW (laughs).
the other players, partying and telling jokes on the long bus rides.
Favourite team mates? I don’t have a favourite. They were equally
Favourite team mates? I love them all.
talented and brought something unique to the game. We were all
Best opposing players? Many were brilliant
good friends as well as team mates.
Best team you played in? Disco Divas
Best opposing players? Branka (ex Karacic) and Rowah Hassan.
Best opposing teams? Obilic, a team that’s full of surprises.
Best team you played in? Melbourne! Even though I played with
Sydney in 98 and we won the cup that year. Winning definitely isn’t
Favourite team to watch? White Eagles’ men side.
everything and I played the worst basketball ever that year.
Future of DMC? Much brighter and everlasting.
Best opposing teams? You can’t look past the battle between
Melbourne and Sydney.
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Favourite team to watch? Back in my day it was always the two
teams that made it into the Men’s final. It had nothing to do with the
meat market and everything to do with the rivalry between the
teams and the quality of basketball being played.
Future of DMC? Who knows? I would love for it to continue for
future generations to come.
MILAN VRANJKOVIC
NICKNAME: Miki, Milan Vranks
DOB: 22/06/1975
HEIGHT: 195 cm (6-5)
POSITION: Point/Shooting Guard
TEAMS: Delije, Sokolovi and Obilic
No. of DMCs played? Eight
No. of DMC titles won? Three with different teams – Delije, Sokolovi and with my
current club, Obilic.
What does DMC mean to you? Quality
basketball, forming and meeting friends and reaching the finals and
thus winning it.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Representing
Sokolovi in the last minute and a half of the regular time, and hence
winning (Melbourne tournament ‘96).
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? After parties.
Favourite team mates? Kum Stevan Sipka
Best opposing players? Melbourne’s Steve Simic
Best team you played in? Obilic and the ‘96 Sokolovi side.
Best opposing teams? Melbourne vs Sokolovi
Favourite team to watch? Brisbane
Future of DMC? To one day, be able to watch my kids and other
players’ kids play one another.
SASA ADZAIP
NICKNAME: Kosta
DOB: 20/5/1976
HEIGHT: 200 cm (6-7)
POSITION: Power Forward/Centre
TEAM: Adelaide Beograd
No. of DMCs played? Eight - ’99, ’00, ’01, ’02,
’03, ’05, ’06 & ‘07.
No. of DMC titles won? Unfortunately, only
one in ‘03.
What does DMC mean to you? Every
second spent at DMC is pure and memorable fun. It’s a very rare occasion where I can
do things that I love in my life, such as playing basketball, catching up with Serbian people from all over
Australia, enjoying the Serbian culture etc.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Hmm. It’s Canberra
‘01 for sure. It’s one I will never forget. Mainly, because we lost in
final by one point. That year we had so much trouble with the team,
our five standard players couldn't play. With only three players from
the first team and five players from the second, we managed to
make it to the finals. It was an enormous success .
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? As I said every second spent at DMC is a memorable one.
Favourite team mates? All of them. I can't pick one.
Best opposing players? All sides have great players. I still enjoy
playing against Sokolovi, because we had so many final clashes.
Best team you played in? The most successful team that I've played
for was Eskord from Kragujevac. We made the semi-finals of the
McDonalds’ Junior League in ‘92-’93. We lost to Partizan by 15
points. In Australia the most succesful team that I've played for was
Woodville Warriors. In ‘99 they won the national championship
(ABA) for South Australia. I've played in the first half of the season
but had to sit out the second half thanks to a neck injury.
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Best opposing teams? Sokolovi
Favourite team to watch? Brisbane White Eagles
Future of DMC?There are many things that we can improve to attract more young people, and I personally believe that this is the
area where we need to pay most attention.
VLADIMIR GAK
NICKNAME: Gakster
DOB: 14/11/1970
HEIGHT: 195 cm (6-5) on a good day.
POSITION: Small/Power Forward
TEAMS: SYMA/Melbourne White Eagles
No. of DMCs played? I played in every
tournament since its inception in ’93.
No. of DMC titles won? Only won two DMCs
back in ’94 and ’95. All the other finals we
played were so close.
What does DMC mean to you? It’s about
getting along with the Serbian youth from
across all states.
Most memorable DMC moment on the court? Losing the Grand
Final in ’96 on a tech foul. I’m still not over it.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Druzenje Srpske
Omladine. Seeing and catching up with all the players and coaches.
Favourite team mates? All of them that played with me throughout
the years. I can’t single one out.
Best opposing players? Dejan Piljevic, Milan and Zoran Jaglica, Milan Vranjkovic, Cam Mckinnon, Zoran Salipur, Stevan Sipka and
many more.
Best team you played in? The sides we had when we won back-toback.
Best opposing teams? Too hard to choose. There were a number of
good teams over the years.
Favourite team to watch? All the teams are good to watch
Future of DMC? I hope that it keeps on going after we stop playing.
It is worrying when you see that there are not too many juniors playing at DMC.
MILORAD MENDEBABA
NICKNAME: Arkan
DOB: 11/06/1966
HEIGHT: 196 cm (6-5.5)
POSITION: Centre
TEAMS: SYMA/Melbourne White Eagles
No. of DMCs played? In every single one.
No. of DMC titles won? Twice in ’94 and
’95.
What does DMC mean to you?
Druzenje Srpske Omladine
Most memorable DMC moment on the
court? Losing the ’98 Grand Final after
beating Pero Vasiljevic and McKinnon’s
side in the semis. Now that’s a bastard.
Most memorable DMC moment off the court? Druzenje Srpske
Omladine.
Favourite team mates? Goran Nikolic “Labud”. He once said he’ll
“kick me out of the starting five”. This is yet to happen.
Best opposing players? Zoran and Milan Jaglica, Stevan Sipka,
Dejan Piljevic when he played for Wollongong.
Best team you played in? The ‘95 side. It kicked ass.
Best opposing teams? Sokolovi.
Favourite team to watch? Brisbane White Eagles.
Future of DMC? That it continues to be held every year, even after
my death.
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HOW TO GET TO THE STADIUM
Since the lot of you are staying in the CBD and with the stadium being a stone’s throw away, we thought it would be a good idea to
provide you with a map. Why bother buying a Street Directory (Melways/Refidex) when we can show you the way. Starting point is
Eddy Avenue, located in the Sydney CBD (If you forget just think of Eddie Grant’s ‘88 one hit wonder Electric Avenue) which will
take you all the way down to Alexandria Basketball Stadium.

SYDNEY CBD

ALEXANDRIA STADIUM, 53 MADDOX STREET
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OBILIC BASKETBALL CLUB WOULD LOVE TO THANK
THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS FOR THEIR SUPPORT:

Tel:(61-02) - 9728 1900
Fax:(61-02) - 9725 7627
9 William Street - Fairfield

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING:
We would love to thank the Serbian National Defence (Srpska Narodna Odbrana) at
Canley Vale for allowing us to host our 2008 Draza Mihailovic Cup Fundraising
Banquet on November 1. We had a successful banquet and all money raised on the
night has been allocated for this year’s tournament. We also extend our thanks to
The Bonnyrigg Sports Club for their ongoing support.
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FOR THE RECORD - THE U
MEN’S DIVISION CHAMPS
’93 Melbourne: Sydney Delije def. Serbian Youth Movement
Australia (SYMA) - Melbourne White Eagles (39:33)
’94 Sydney: Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Delije (80:61)
’95 Adelaide: Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Delije (66:54)
’96 Melbourne: Sydney Sokolovi def. Melbourne WE in O/T (74:66).
At FT (62-62)
’97 Sydney: Sydney Sokolovi def. Melbourne White Eagles in O/T
(82:78). At FT (70-70)
’98 Adelaide: Adelaide Golubovi def. Melbourne White
Eagles (55:48)
’99 Melbourne: Sydney Sokolovi def. Adelaide Golubovi (45:38)
’00 Sydney: Sydney Sokolovi def. Sydney Obilic (70:65)
’01* Canberra: Sydney Sokolovi def. Adelaide Beograd (43:42)
’02 Melbourne: Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne WE (65:59)
’03 Sydney: Adelaide Beograd def. Sydney Obilic (75:52)
’04 Melbourne: Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne Gamblers (54:50)
’05 Albury/Wodonga: Brisbane White Eagles def. Adelaide
Beograd (41:37)
’06 Adelaide: Sydney Obilic def. Brisbane White Eagles (62:59)
’07 Brisbane: Brisbane White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic (53:51)
*Cup was postponed from December ‘01 to January ‘02.
WOMEN’S DIVISION CHAMPS
’93
’94
’95
’96
’97
‘98
’99
’00
’01
’02
’03
’04
’05
’06

Melbourne: EEAMA def. Sydney Delije
Sydney: Sydney Delije def. Adelaide
Adelaide: Adelaide def. Melbourne White Eagles
Melbourne: SNO def. Melbourne White Eagles
Sydney: SNO def. Melbourne White Eagles
Adelaide: SNO def. Adelaide Magic
Melbourne: Melbourne White Eagles def. SNO
Sydney: Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Canberra: Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne White Eagles
Melbourne: Melbourne White Eagles 1 def. Melbourne White Eagles 2
Sydney: Sydney Delije def. Melbourne White Eagles (DISCO DIVAS)
Melbourne: Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Albury/Wodonga: Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne White Eagles
Adelaide: Adelaide Pets def. Melbourne White Eagles
SLAM DUNK/3-PT CHAMPS

’95
’96
’97

’99

’00

’07

Slam Dunk Champion: Zoran
Jaglica (Dee Why)
Slobodan “Bobby” Vujic
(Melbourne White Eagles)
Slam Dunk Champion: Jasmin
Stojisavljevic (Adelaide)
3-PT Men’s Champion: Dejan
Piljevic (Wollongong)
3-PT Women’s Champion:
Vesna Bosancic (Melbourne)
Slam Dunk Champion: Danny
from Adelaide (Surname not
known)
3-PT Champion: Savo
Vukmanovic (Adelaide)
Slam Dunk Champion: Vladimir
Jankovic (Obilic)
3-PT Champion: Paul
Markovic (Delije)
3PT Champion: Njegoslav
Gligorevic (Obilic)

‘96
’99
’00
’01
’02
’03
’04
’05
’06
’07

MEN’S DIVISION TWO
Sydney Delije
Melbourne Outsiders
Melbourne White Eagles
Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles
Liverpool Velebit
Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles
Adelaide Beograd
Melbourne White Eagles

’95
’96
’97
’98
’99
’00
’01
’02
’03
’04
’05
’06
’07

BOYS’ UNDER 18s
Adelaide Mladi Orlovi def. Sydney Delije
SYMA (Melbourne) def. Adelaide Mladi
Orlovi
SYMA (Melbourne) def. Sydney Delije
Adelaide Mladi Orlovi def. Melbourne
White Eagles
Adelaide Mladi Tigrovi def. Sydney Delije
Sydney Delije def. Melbourne White
Eagles
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney
Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney
Obilic
Sydney Delije def. Sydney Obilic
Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne White Eagles
Sydney Obilic def. St. Albans (St. George)
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne Whtie Eagles def. Sydney
Obilic

’01
’03
‘05
‘06

BOYS’ UNDER 16s
Sydney Delije def. Melbourne White Eagles
EEAMA def. Sydney Delije
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney
Delije
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Sydney Delije def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. St. Albans
Melbourne White Eagles def. St. Albans

’00
’01
’02
’03
’04
’05

GIRLS’ UNDER 18s
Melbourne Whtie Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Delije
Sydney Obilic def. Melbourne White Eagles
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic

’98
’99
’00
’01
’02
’03

GIRLS’ UNDER 16s
Melbourne White Eagles def. Adelaide
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Delije
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Melbourne White Eagles def. Sydney Obilic
Sydney Obilic def. Sydney Delije

‘02
‘04

BOYS AND GIRLS’ UNDER 14s
Boys’ U14s: Sydney Delije/Girls’ U14s: Melbourne
Boys’ U14s: Melbourne White Eagles

‘95
’96
’99

DMC LEGENDS NOT FORGOTTEN
Although I caught up with most of our DMC LEGENDS, there are some that have
been hard to reach, so I thought it would be requisite to list them.
1. Stanisa “Steve” Simic - Melbourne White Eagles
2. Nikola Miric - Sydney Delije
3. Goran Nikolic “Labud” - Melbourne White Eagles
4. Maja Vranjkovic - Melbourne White Eagles
5. Vanja Mrdic - Melbourne White Eagles
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ULTIMATE DMC ALMANAC
DIV 1 MEN’S MVP LIST
’93 Milan Vranjkovic (Delije)/Youth MVP: Nikola
Miric (Delije)
’94 Stanisa “Steve” Simic (Melbourne)
’95 Vladimir Gak (Melbourne)
’96 Stevan Sipka (Sokolovi)
’97 Milan Jaglica (Sokolovi)
’98 Damijan Jelic (Adelaide)
’99 Zoran Jaglica (Sydney Sokolovi)
’00 Milorad Mendebaba (Melbourne)
’01 Cameron McKinnon (Adelaide Beograd)
’02 Vladimir Jankovic (Sydney Obilic)
’03 Cameron McKinnon (Adelaide Beograd)
’04 Stevan Sipka (Sydney Obilic)
’05 NOT GIVEN
‘06 Djordje Djordjevic (Sydney Obilic)
DIV 2 MEN’S MVP LIST
’99 D. Conti (Melbourne Outsiders)
WOMEN’S MVP LIST
’93 Penny Savidis (EEAMA)/Youth MVP: Lilly
Keomalavung (Sydney Delije)
’94 Jelena Simicevic (Adelaide)
’95 Gordana Sevo (Adelaide)
’96 Vera Ignjatovic (Melbourne)
’97 Branka Karajcic (SNO)
’98 Katie Paddy (SNO)
’99 Zorica Mijovic (Melbourne)
’00 Diana Entcheva (Melbourne)
’02 Jovana Ivanovic (Melbourne)

’96
’97
’98
’99
’00
’01
’02

BOYS’ MVP U18s LIST
Dragan Pankovic (SYMA - Melbourne)
Goran Cerovina (SYMA - Melbourne)
Zoran Bauk (Adelaide)
Savo Vukmanovic (Adelaide)
Steven Markovic (Delije)
Vladimir Jankovic (Obilic)
Marko Nikolic (Melbourne)

UNDER 16 BOYS’ MVP LIST
’95 Zoran Salipur (Delije)
’96 Chirs Curtis (EEAMA)
’99 Jovan Curic (Delije)
GIRLS’ U18 MVP LIST
’01 Vanja Mrdic (Melbourne)
’02 Jovana Ivanovic (Melbourne)

’98
’99
’00
’01
’02

GIRLS’ U16 MVP LIST
Ana Andric (Adelaide)
Jovana Ivanovic (Melbourne)
Tatjana Stevanovic (Melbourne)
Vedrana Mrdic (Melbourne)
Tijana Punosevac (Obilic)

BASKETBALL
COURTSHIP
Forget RSVP when you can
meet the love of your life at
DMC. So far, we have
witnessed five weddings
and as you’ll see, love really
does conquer interstate
rivalry.
1. Vlado Gak wed Tanja Milic
(Both from MEL)
2. Dejan Piljevic (W/GONG)
wed Branka Karajcic (SYD).
3. Branko Karajcic (SYD)
wed Aleksandra Jotic
(MEL)
4. Sasa Alavanja (SYD) wed
Аleksandra Vrankovic
(MEL)
5. Dragan “Doug” Naprta
(SYD) wed Aleksandra
Stosic (ADE)
WHO’S NEXT?
Obilic’s Miljan Miric got on
his knee early this year and
popped the question to
Adelaide’s Miljana Lalic.

DMC
SUPERCOACHES
Behind every great side,
there’s a great coach. These
coaches have mastered some
of the best strategies in DMC’s
hisotry, so it’s no surprise if
any one them had to buy an
extra wall unit - if you know
what I mean!
1. Jovica Uzelac
(Melbourne White Eagles)
2. Slavisa Milanovic
(Melbourne White Eagles)
3. Prof. Miroslav Filipovic
(Sydney Sokolovi)
4. Mira Dimitrijevic
(Melbourne White Eagles)
5. Sasa Alavanja
(Srpska Narodna Odbrana)
6. Milos Salipur
(Sydney Obilic)
7 Zoran Salipur
(Sydney Obilic)

DMC’S BEEN EVERYWHERE
MAN!
Just like an Olympic torch, the
DMC trophy has been to
almost every part of The Great
Southern Land. It has yet to
venture the Northern Territory,
Perth … oh, I almost forgot
Tasmania!
‘93 Dandenong (MEL)
‘94 Auburn (SYD)
‘95 Woodville (ADE)
‘96 Hampton Park (MEL)
‘97 Penrith (SYD)
‘98 Wayville (ADE)
‘99 Keysborough (MEL)
‘00 Auburn (SYD)
‘02* Tuggeranong (CAN)
‘02 Keysborough (MEL)
‘03 Liverpool (SYD)
‘04 Hampton Park (MEL)
‘05** Albury/Wodonga
‘06 Wayville (ADE )
‘07 Carina (BRIS)
‘08 Alexandria (SYD)
*DMC was postponed to Jan
‘02. Tournament was co-hosted
by Sydney Obilic and
Melbourne White Eagles.
** Co-hosted by Obilic and
Melbourne White Eagles.

FROM
DMC TO THE NBL
Here’s a list of Serbs who
have excelled at the highest
basketball tier in the country: The NBL.
1. Vladimir Jankovic (West
2. Sydney Razorbacks)
3. Nikola Miric (Cairns Taipans and Victoria Titans)
4. Steven Markovic (West
Sydney Razorbacks)
4. Zoran Pejcinovic
(Canberra Cannons)
5. Stanisa "Steve" Simic
(South East Melbourne
Magic)
6. Pero Vasiljevic (Cannons,
Tigers, Titans, Razorbacks
and Singapore).

ŽIV JE DRAŽA UMRO NIJE

DOK JE SRPSTVA I SRBIJE

